Many on the left oppose common-sense Voter ID under the false claim that it "suppresses voter turnout". Last week's Constitutional Election proved that wrong as turnout was 159% of the 2011 turnout and 110% of the 2009 and 2007 turnout.

Fact is, in Texas, Voter ID increased voter turnout! LIKE this news to put the myths to bed!
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Elliott James Griffin, Melody Spray, Maggie Clopton Wright and 172 others like this.

Margie Cude Knowles So deal with the facts liberals! I know you don't like the TRUTH! Too bad.
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Tyson Dunn I've been an election judge for years. Voter fraud is a fallacy that really doesn't happen. Really, it doesn't. And as a matter of fact, I turned 72 people away that were on the books, with a valid voter certificate, but because they had